CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

https://sph.lsuhsc.edu/?s=jlpha

MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION
jLPHA promotes open access in the scientific community and accepts articles on a rolling basis all year long. Accepted manuscripts include brief reports, notes from the field, program evaluation, secondary data analysis, policy assessment, and original research. For more information, view manuscript guidelines at http://sph.lsuhsc.edu/jlpha. Articles accepted for publication require no publication or handling fee. Student submissions are encouraged.

SPOTLIGHT
The “Spotlight” section of jLPHA is designed to call attention to specific programs, trends, research, and individuals driving public health in Louisiana. If you have suggestions as to future content, please contact: jLPHA@lsuhsc.edu

COVER ART
Original art work or photography can be submitted for consideration for the cover: jLPHA@lsuhsc.edu